DENTAL ESTIMATES FOR PROFESSIONAL CLEANING AND TREATMENTS

The following is a dental estimate for routine dentals. Once we examine your pet’s mouth at their annual wellness exam, we can give you a more accurate estimate based on the level of dental disease that your pet has.

CRITICAL CARE ANESTHESIA, includes medications, anesthetic monitoring and recovery for the first hour of anesthesia. $109

Extended anesthetic costs over 1 hour are: $60.00 per 30 minutes.

TEETH CLEANING/SCALING AND POLISHING

Most cases will be either moderate or severe build up

MILD TARTER BUILD UP $63
MODERATE TARTER BUILD UP $85
SEVERE TARTER BUILD UP $105
DENTAL TOOTH EXTRACTION

Extractions are required if the tooth is abscessed, broken with pulp exposure, or if cervical neck lesions exist (cavities).

SIMPLE EXTRACTIONS $26.25
COMPLEX EXTRACTIONS $52.50
DENTAL X-RAYS(PER FILM) $25.00

IF EXTRACTIONS OCCUR THEN THE FOLLOWING MEDICATIONS WILL BE ADMINISTERED:

PAIN INJECTION DURING THE PROCEDURE $21
ANTIBOTICS TO GO HOME WITH PET $15-25
NSAIDS TO GO HOME WITH PET FOR COMFORT $15-25
NARCOTIC PAIN MEDICATION (IF INDICATED) TO GO HOME WITH PET $15-25

PREANESTHETIC BLOOD TESTS (but optional) AND AN INTRAVENOUS CATHETER ARE RECOMMENDED FOR ALL DENTAL PROCEDURES (not optional).

PRE-ANESTHETIC BLOOD TEST $49.50
INTRAVENOUS CATHETER AND FLUIDS $48.50

The average dentistry without extractions is going to be approximately $310.00 +

With extractions, the cost can increase depending on the number of extractions required and the amount of time the procedure lasts. As mentioned before, during your annual wellness exam we can evaluate your pets’ mouth and help determine a more accurate cost for the procedure.